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Embark on a 5-year polar journey to better
understand the role of the Arctic Ocean in
a changing climate
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“THROUGH THIS COLLABORATIVE
PROJECTJOINTLY CONDUCTED BY
FONDATION PACIFIQUE AND THE
UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA,THE
OBJECTIVE IS TO REASSESS THE
ROLE OF POLAR OCEANS IN THE
CONTEXT OF CLIMATE CHANGE.”

PROJECT SUMMARY
The Arctic Expedition: in June 2020, the Swiss sailing ship
Mauritius set sail from Douarnenez, France to spend 5
years navigating the Arctic westward.

The goal is to map greenhouse gas concentrations
(methane and carbon dioxide) in both the polar
atmosphere and in surface waters.

The expedition will take a closer look at this region—the
epicenter of climate change—to gain insights on the role
of polar oceans in the context of climate change. This
collaborative project is jointly led by Fondation Pacifique
and the University of Geneva.

THE PROBLEM
Climate change is humanity’s greatest test of the 21st
century.

The Arctic—a key stabilizer of weather in the Northern
Hemisphere and the world—is the most sensitive region on
Earth to climate change. Warming Arctic waters are
changing the structure of the water column, possibly lead-
ing to dramatic changes in major ocean currents and the
uptake of carbon dioxide.

As water and land warm in the arctic region, large amounts
of stored methane are released, increasing global warming
and leading to potential critical feedback mechanisms.

JUSTIFICATION
In-situ observations of climate processes that couple
ocean and atmosphere are necessary to better under-
stand the consequences of arctic climate change and its
role in global climate models.

With advanced equipment installed on S/V Mauritius, the
Arctic Change program—led by the University of Geneva—
represents a unique opportunity to collect crucial data in
the most changing region of the Earth and to fill knowledge
gaps while providing major educational opportunities.

CONTEXT
The Arctic Expedition takes place during the United Nations
Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development
(2021-2030). The plan of the Decade is to support “the Sci-
ence We Need for the Ocean WeWant”. It will “support
efforts to reverse the cycle of decline in ocean health and
bring ocean stakeholders around the world together behind
a common framework that will ensure that ocean science
can fully assist countries in creating better conditions for
sustainable ocean development.” www.oceandecade.org



MAIN ACTORS
Fondation Pacifique—a Swiss non-profit organization based
in Geneva—has 10 years of experience in conducting
oceanographic expeditions around the world. The founda-
tion uses its sailing vessels as interdisciplinary platforms to
better understand the human impact on the oceans and to
raise awareness of sustainable development issues.

Daphne Donis and Prof. Daniel F. McGinnis of the F.-A. Forel
Department of Environmental and Aquatic Sciences at the
University of Geneva have partnered with Fondation Paci-
fique since 2015 and developed an innovative pilot program
for monitoring greenhouse gases at the ocean surface that
paved the way for this expedition to the Arctic region.

OBJECTIVES
Data collected include (but are not limited to) :

• Atmospheric concentrations of methane and carbon
dioxide using a portable greenhouse gas analyzer;

• Meteorological data (wind velocity and direction, relative
humidity, temperature, pressure and rain);

• Oceanographic measurements at sea surface (tempera-
ture, conductivity, salinity, pH and oxygen);

• Surface water concentration of methane and carbon
dioxide;

• Greenhouse gases concentration and oceanographic
measurements in the water column (profiles performed
down to 200m).

Other scientific studies include:

• Micromegas, conducted in partnership with the Ocean-
eye association, aims to measure the concentrations of
plastic pollution in remote regions of the world far from
major urban centres. Regular sampling of surface water
is carried out to assess the content of microplastic parti-
cles (between 0.3 and 5 mm in size) and mesoplastic
(greater than 5 mm). Samples are sent for analysis and
exploitation to Oceaneye, whose aim is to map plastic
pollution in different regions of the world..

• In collaboration with the Laboratory of Applied Bioacous-
tics at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Ear-to-
the-Wild is bringing underwater soundscapes to the sur-
face. The real time acoustic monitoring of polar species
of interest and the characterization of source of sounds
pollution will increase our knowledge on conservation
needs and remotely sense habitat changes in the Arctic
Region.

“DATA PRODUCED ARE PUBLISHED ONLINE IN COLLABORATIONWITH SEVERAL
INSTITUTES, COMMUNITIES, UNIVERSITIES,AND GOVERNMENTS TO ENCOURAGE
OPEN SCIENCE AND TO BENEFIT THE GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY, POLICY
MAKERS AND THE PUBLIC.”

RESULTS AND IMPACT
• Measurements of methane and carbon dioxide collected
in remote areas help establish current atmospheric bud-
gets and calibrate atmospheric models and satellite
measurements.

• Combined with surface water and water column concen-
trations and wind speed measurements, sources and
sinks of methane and CO2 are determined in these re-
gions. These measurements provide an important snap-
shot of conditions during this period and are used to up-
date atmospheric models and budgets.

• Seawater temperature, salinity, and oxygen monitoring
updates the current state of the region in the face of cli-
mate change and provides baseline data for assessing
future changes.

PROJECT BENEFICIARIES
Data produced are published online in collaboration with
several institutes, communities, universities, and govern-
ments to encourage open science and to benefit the
global scientific community, policy makers and the pub-
lic.

Potential institutional users include the U.N Environment
Programme (UNEP), the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC), the U.S. National Space Agency
(NASA), the European Space Agency (ESA) and the U.S.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).

THE MAURITIUS, AN IDEAL PLATFORM FOR
MULTIDISCIPLINARY EXPEDITIONS
S/V Mauritius is a 30m long steel-hulled schooner built in
1963 in the Netherlands.

Acquired by Fondation Pacifique and sailing under the Swiss
flag, S/V Mauritius is operated by a crew of four and can
accommodate seven additional people. The boat is made
to welcome simultaneously scientific, socio-educational,
and artistic activities. In addition to researchers, it regularly
welcomes young teenagers in reintegration as part of the
sailing team, and artists in residence to share the venture
and connect with communities on land.

.



With the support of

PLANNING
Launched in June 2020, The Arctic Expedition should
take place according to the following schedule:
First season (startedin2020)

Navigation along Norway, Spitsbergen, the east coast of
Greenland and Iceland.

Second season (2021)
Reykjavik - Qaanaaq - Pond Inlet - Disko Bay - Aasiaat
(wintering)

Third Season (2022)
Northwest Passage: Disko bay - Cambridge bay -
Anchorage (wintering)

Fourth Saison (2023)
Northeast Passage: Anchorage –Kotelny Island - Dickson
(wintering)

Fifth Saison (2024)
Dickson - Mourmansk–Copenhagen
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CONTACTS
Fondation Pacifique
9bis, rue de Veyrier, 1227 Carouge
www.fondationpacifique.org

Pietro Godenzi
Chair of the Board
pietro.godenzi@fondationpacifique.org

Laure Müller
Scientific Coordination & External Relations
Laure.muller@fondationpacfique.org
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